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KAChINA “BLoSSom”

N440-G Gold $108
N440-S Silver $108
mSRP $270

hand fomred arcs with lapis, glass and 
brass beads.  Available in silver or gold.  
Pendant measures 4” drop, necklace 
length adjustable 18-20”

KAChINA ARC

N441-G Gold $58
N441-S Silver $58
mSRP $145

hand fomred arc with gemstone, glass and brass 
beading.  Available in Blue (with blue lapis), Green 
(with black onyx) and purple (with purple amethyst).  
Available in silver or gold.  Pendant measures 2.5” 
height.  Necklace length adjustable 18”-20”.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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KAChINA ChANDeLIeRS

e395-G Gold $38
e395-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

hand formed arcs with glass, gemstone, and brass beads with chain detail. Available in Green, Blue, or Sienna. Available in Silver or Gold. measures 
2.5” length.

KAChINA DRoPS

e396-G Gold $32
e396-S Silver $32
mSRP $80

Gemstone and glass beads with Brass bars.  Available in Green (with Black onyx), Blue (with Blue lapis), or Sienna (with Goldstone).  Available in Silver or Gold.  mea-
sures 2.75” length, 1.25” width



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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KAChINA BeADeD ShoRt PeNDANt

N442-G Gold $48
N442-S Silver $48
mSRP $120

Gemstone, glass and and brass bar pendant with beading and box chain. Available in Blue, Green and Sienna.  Available in silver or gold.  Adjustable length, 18”-20”.

KAChINA SImPLe BIB

N443-G Gold $68
N443-S Silver $68
mSRP $170

Gemstone, glass and brass tubes beaded short “bib” style necklace.  Available in Blue (with Blue lapis), Green (with Green onyx) and Purple (with purple amethyst). Available in gold or silver.  Beading area is 6” 
width.  total necklace length is adjustable, 18”-20”.

KAChINA BeADeD ShoRt PeNDANt

N443-G Gold $68
N443-S Silver $68
mSRP $170

Gemstone, glass and brass tubes 
beaded short “bib” style necklace.  Avail-
able in Blue (with Blue lapis), Green 
(with Green onyx) and Purple (with 
purple amethyst). Available in gold or 
silver.  measures…



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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KAChINA PRoNG PeNDANt

N445-G Gold $38
N445-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

Prong set square cabochon with glass fringe.  Available in black (black onyx cabochon with 
blue and hematite glass beads) or green (malachite cabochon with beighe and black glass 
beads). Available in silver or gold.  Adjustable length, 18”-20”.

KAChINA LoNG PeNDANt

N444-G Gold $38
N444-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

Long-style -Deco inspired “swinging” pendant with 
gemstones.  Available in Blue (lapis) or Green (Kyanite 
mixed with black onyx).  Available in silver or gold.  
Pendant measures 3” length, chain adjustable 32”-34”.

KAChINA CUFF

B215-G Gold $48
B215-S Silver $48
mSRP $120

Art deco inspired beaded pattern cuff bracelet. Features round and diamond shape gemstone 
beads.  Available in Blue (lapis), Green (malachite) and Pink (Rhodonite).  Available in silver or 
gold.  measures 6.5” - 8”



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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SPItFIRe BIB

N446-G Gold $88
N446-S Silver $88
mSRP $220

Bib style necklace with 2 sizes of gemstone round beads mixed with glass trianlges.  Available in Blue (with blue lapis and green malachite round beads with blue tri-
angles). or black (with black onxy and purple amethyst round beads with black triangles).  Available in silver or gold.  Beading area measures 4” width.  Adjustable length, 
16.5”-18.5”.

SPItFIRe LoNG PeNDANt

N447-G Gold $48
N447-S Silver $48
mSRP $120

Long style pendant with Rhinestone 
chain details mixed with glass triangles, 
and glass wheel beads.  Available in 
Blue, Green and Purple.  Available in 
silver and gold.  36” length, adjusable 
to 38”.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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SPItFIRe tRIANGLe hooPS

e401-G Gold $36
e401-S Silver $36
mSRP $90

hand forged and hammered triangle shape hoop with glass beads and brushed brass bars.  Available in Blue, Green, and 
Purple.  hoop is available in Sterling silver or 14k gold filled.  measures 1.75” length, 1” width.

SPItFIRe tRAPeZe DRoPS

e402-G Gold $34
e402-S Silver $34
mSRP $85

Rhinestone crsytals mixed with Glass triangle and dagger beads.  Available in Blue/Green or 
purple/Garnet.  Available in silver or gold (French earwire is sterling silver or 14k gold filled).
measures 2” lendth, 1.2” width.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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SPItFIRe SImPLe hooPS

e403-G Gold $20
e403-S Silver $20
mSRP $50

hand forged and hammered  hoop with glass triangle bead.   Available in Blue, Green, and Purple.  
hoop is available in Sterling silver or 14k gold filled.  measures 2” length, 0.5” width.

SPItFIRe hoRSeShoe

e400-G Gold $36
e400-S Silver $36
mSRP $90

hand forged and hammered horseshoe shape hoop with glass beads and brushed brass bars.  Available in Blue, Green, 
and Purple.  hoop is available in Sterling silver or 14k gold filled.  measures 2.25” length, 1” width.

SPItFIRe CUFF

B216-G Gold $38
B216-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

Art Deco inspired Cuff bracelet with Glass 
triangles and brass bars. Available in blue, 
green and purple.  Available in silver or gold.  
Adjustable length 6” - 8”.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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oDeoN BIB

N448-G Gold $88
N448-S Silver $88
mSRP $220

3 size round gemstone beads mixed with brass “bars” .  Available in Blue (lapis/labradorite/onyx) Green (malachite/labradorite/onyx) and Pink (rhodonite, Labradorite and onyx). Bead area measures 4.5” width.
total necklace length is adjustable, 18”-20”.

oDeAN CoLLAR

N449-G Gold $48
N449-S Silver $48
mSRP $120

Collar style necklace featuring 2 size round gemstone beads and brass “bars”. Available in Blue (lapis), Green (malachite) and Pink (Rhodonite).  Available in silver and gold.  Adjustable length, 18”-20”.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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oDeoN tRIo

N450-G Gold $48
N450-S Silver $48
mSRP $120

Pendant style necklace featuring 2 size round beads, including large 20mm round black onyx beads.  Available in Blue/Black, Green/Black and 
Pink/Black. Available in silver and gold.  Adjustable length, 18”-20”.

oDeoN RoPe

N451-G Gold $38
N451-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

Long pendant style with 20mm round gemstones on 
brass bars with woven cotton rope. Availabe in Blue 
(Lapis and Black onyx) and Pink (Rhodonite and black 
onyx).  Available in silver and gold.  measures 34” length.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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oDeoN LADDeR

N452-G Gold $48
N452-S Silver $48
mSRP $120

Long Pendant Style “Ladder” with round 
gemstone beads on box chain.  Avail-
able in Blue (lapis), Green (malachite) 
and Pink (Rhodonite).  Ladder pendant 
measures 4” height, necklace length 
adjustable 38” - 40”.

oDeoN SImPLe hooP

e404-G Gold $20
e404-S Silver $20
mSRP $50

hand forged and hammered  hoop with gemstone round bead.   Available in Blue (Lapis), Green (malachite), and Pink (Rho-
donite).  hoop is available in Sterling silver or 14k gold filled.  measures 2” length, 0.5” width.

oDeoN CUFF

B217-G Gold $38
B217-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

Ladder style cuff bracelet with round gemston 
beads.  Available in blue (lapis), green (mala-
chite) Pink (rhodonite) and purple (amethyst). 
Available in silver or gold.  Adjustable length 
6” - 8”.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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oDeoN 3 BeAD DRoP

e405-G Gold $32
e405-S Silver $32
mSRP $80

3 round gemstone beads mixed with brass bars.  Available in Green (mala-
chite/labradorite/onyx) and Blue (Lapis/labradorite/onyx). Available in silver 
or gold (sterling silver or 14k gold filled french earwire).  measures 1.75” 
length

oDeoN SINGLe BeAD DRoP

e406-G Gold $18
e406-S Silver $18
mSRP $45

Single Simple round gemstone bead woven into box chain.  Available in Blue (Lapis), Green (malachite) and Pink (Rhodonite). 
Available in Silver or Gold (Sterling Silver or 14 k gold filled French earwire). measures 2” length.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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oDeoN ChANDeLIeR

e407-G Gold $34
e407-S Silver $34
mSRP $85

3 sizes of Round gemstones mixed with bars woven on box chain.  Available in Blue (Lapis), Green (malachite) and Pink (Rhodonite).  Available in Silver or Gold 
(Sterling Silver or 14 k gold filled French earwire). measures 2.5” length, 1.25” width.

oDeoN tRIANGLe hooP

e408-G Gold $36
e408-S Silver $36
mSRP $90

hand forged and hammered triangle hoop with 3 sizes of round gemstone beads.   Available in Blue (Lapis), Green (malachite), and Pink (Rhodonite).  hoop 
is available in Sterling silver or 14k gold filled.  measures 2” length, 1 width.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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BoNANZA PeNDANt

N453-G Gold $38
N453-S Silver $38
mSRP $95

Pueblo Deco inspired horseshoe shape “filigree” style 
pendant with diamond shape center drop.  Available with 
mother of pearl, Black onyx and Blue Lapis.  Available in 
silver or gold.  Pendant measures 3” diameter.  Necklace 
length adjustable 32” - 34”.

BoNANZA hooP WIth DIAmoND BeAD

e409-G Gold $32
e409-S Silver $32
mSRP $80

Pueblo Deco inspired horseshoe shape “filigree” style 
hoops with chain and center diamond shape bead. 
Available in silver or gold-  (14k gold filled or sterling 
silver French earwire).  Available in mother of Pearl, 
Blue Lapis and Black onyx.  measures 2” length, 1.5” 
width.

BoNANZA hooPS

e397-G Gold $28
e397-S Silver $28
mSRP $70

Pueblo Deco inspired horseshoe shape 
“filigree” style hoops with chain details. 
Available in silver or gold-  14k gold 
filled or sterling silver French earwire. 
measures 2” length, 1.5” width.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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BoNANZA DRoPS WIth CRYStALS

e399-G Gold $34
e399-S Silver $34
mSRP $85

Pueblo Deco inspired fan shape with Rhinestone crystals and glass bead details. Available in silver or gold-  14k gold filled or sterling silver French 
earwire.  Available in Blue, Green and Purple. measures 2.75” length, 1” width.

BoNANZA BeADeD hooPS

e398-G Gold $34
e398-S Silver $34
mSRP $85

Pueblo Deco inspired horseshoe shape “filigree” style hoops with chain and bead details. Available in silver or gold-  14k gold 
filled or sterling silver French earwire.  Available in Blue, Green and Purple. measures 3” length with beads, 1.5” width.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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RoCK SteADY  NeCKLACe

N432-BLU-S Silver/Blue, N432-GRN-S Silver/Green, N432-oRG-S Silver/orange
N432-BLU-G Gold/Blue, N432-GRN-G Gold/Green, N432-oRG-G Gold/orange
$58
mSRP $145

made from cotton, linen, raw semi precious stone, and recycled records.  measures 33”. Available in 3 colorways:
Blue (blue lapis stones with blue and pink record beads)
Green (green jade, and black kyanite beads with black, pink and green record beads)
Orange (orange carnelian and black kyanite beads with black, red,yellow, and orange multi color record beads).

ReCoRD tASSeL NeCKLACe

N433-BLU-S Silver and Blue, N433-GRN-S (Silver and Green), N433-mULtI-S (multi and silver)
N433-BLU-G Gold and Blue, N433-GRN-G (Gold and Green), N433-mULtI-G (multi and gold)
$38
mSRP $95

Delicate vinyl beads (made from recycled records) with silk tassels.  Adjustable length 16-18”.  Available in 3 colorways:
“Blue” (with pink), “Green” (with pink and black) and “multi”(multi colored record beads- light reds,yellows, blacks, greys).



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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SeDoNA BAR WIth ReCoRD BeADS 

N435-BLU-S Silver/Blue, N435-GRN-S Silver/Green, N435-mIXeD-S Silver/mixed  
N435-BLU-G Gold/Blue, N435-GRN-G Gold/Green, N435-mIXeD-G Gold/mixed  
$38
mSRP $90/95

our signture “v” shape Sedona Bar mixed with record beads.  Available in 3 colorways - Blue (mixed with pink) Green (mixed with pink 
and black) and multi (reds, blacks, yellows).  measures 16” adjustable to 18”. hand hammered Gold filled bar or sterling silver bar.

ReCoRD teARDRoP eARRING

e386-mULtI-S Silver/multi, e386-BLU-S Silver/Blue, e386-GRN-S Silver/Green 
e386-mULtI-G Gold/multi, e386-BLU-G Gold/Blue, e386-GRN-G Gold/Green
$34
mSRP $85

teardrop shape bead with semi precious stones, record beads, and center tassel.  
Available in Blue (with Blue lapis and pink and blue record beads) Green (with 
Green malachite and green, pink and black record beads) and “multi” (sandstone 
and multi color record beads) sterling silver or 14k gold filled earwire.

hooP tASSeL eARRING

e389-mULtI-S Silver/multi, e389-BLU-S Silver/Blue, e389-GRN-S Silver/Green
e389-mULtI-G Gold/multi, e389-BLU-G Gold/Blue, e389-GRN-G Gold/Green
$36/38
mSRP $90/95

hand hammered hoop featuring record beads and tassels.  Available in Blue, Green 
and “multi”.  measures 2” diameter. Available in sterling silver or 14k gold filled

tASSeL “eYe”

e387-”CoLoR”-S Silver $22
e387-”CoLoR”-G Gold $22
mSRP $55

Linear style earring featuring-record 
beads, semi precious stone, and eye 
charm with tassel.   Available in Blue, 
Green or “multi”.  measures 2.5” length.  
hand hammered sterling silver or 14k 
gold filled hoop component.

tASSeL DRoP

e388-”CoLoR”-S Silver $18
e388-”CoLoR”-G Gold $18
mSRP $

Simple drop with record beads, 
stone, and tassel. measures 1.75”.
Available in Blue, Green and “multi”.

ReCoRD CUFF/BeADeD BRACeLet

B208-mULtI-S Silver/multi,
B208-BLU-S Silver/Blue
B208-GRN-S Silver/Green 
B208-mULtI-G Gold/multi
B208-BLU-G Gold/Blue
B208-GRN-G Gold/Green
$32
mSRP $80

hand hammered cuff with record beads, 
semi precious stones, charm and tassel 
details. Adjustable length.  Available in 
Blue, Green and “multi”



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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LARGe DAhLIA*
measures 2x2 inches
e003-S Silver*: $30
e003-G Gold*:  $32
mSRP $75/80

meDIUm DAhLIA*
measures 1x1 inch
e004-S Silver*: $24
e004-G Gold*: $26
mSRP $60/65

SmALL DAhLIA*
measures .60 inch.
e005-S Silver*: $18
e005-G Gold*: $20
mSRP $45/50

LARGe DAhLIA PeNDANt*
Pendant measures 2x2 inches
N001-S $30
N001-G $32
mSRP $75/80

meDIUm DAhLIA PeNDANt
Dahlia measures 1x1 inch
N002-S $26
N002-G $28
mSRP $65/70

on adjustable length chain 16-19 inches.

BILtmoRe hooPS 

e337-S Silver $34
e337-G Gold $36
mSRP $85/90

Delicate triangle pattern in hand shaped hoop. Available in 
sterling silver or 14k gold plate.  Sterling silver and 14k gold 
filled earwires.  measures 2” diameter 1/2” wide

BILtmoRe 

N338-S Silver $34
N338-G Gold $36
mSRP $85/90

Southwest Inspired Pendant. Pendant measures 3.5” width, 
1.75” height.  Adjustable length 17-19”

BILtmoRe teARDRoP

N349-S Silver $19
N349-G Gold $21
mSRP $47.50/52.50

Graphic triangle pattern intricately cut in 
teardrop shape pendant. Pendant cut from 
recycled sheets of brass. Pendant mea-
sures 1” length. Available in sterling silver or 
14k gold plate.  Necklace measures 16.5” 
adjustable to 18.5”.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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moRNINGSIDe mooN

N416-S Silver $38
N416-G Gold $40
mSRP $95-100

2.5”x2” diameter disc featuring hand stitched linen “Chevrons”. Available: Blue,Salmon,Fuschia,Autumn 
Yellow, Green, Natural, Fuschia, Charcoal, turquoise. BI-color options: Blue/Salmon, Fucshia/Autumn 
Yellow, Green/Natural. Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 

BeADeD  moRNINGSIDe mooN

N415-S Silver $48
N415-G Gold $50
mSRP $120-125

2.5”x2” diameter disc featuring hand stitched 
linen “Chevrons” Pendant and semi precious 
stone beading. Available in Blue or Fuschia, 
24-26” chain Long Style necklace. Recycled 
brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 

moRNINGSIDe DISC

N417-S Silver*: $28
N417-G Gold* : $30
mSRP $70/75

1.5” diameter disc featuring hand stitched linen chevrons. Available:Blue,Salmon,Fuschia,A
utumn Yellow, Green, Natural, Fuschia, Charcoal, turquoise. BI color options: Blue/Salmon, 
Fucshia/Autumn Yellow, Green/Natural. Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 17”.

moRNINGSIDe DISC eARRINGS

e383-S Silver*: $30
e383-G Gold* : $32
mSRP $75/80

1.5” diameter disc featuring hand stitched linen chevrons. Available:Blue,Salmon,Fuschia,Aut
umn Yellow, Green, Natural, Fuschia, Charcoal, turquoise.BI color options: Blue/Salmon, Fuc-
shia/Autumn Yellow, Green/Natural.Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay.14k 
gold filled or sterling silver earwire.



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
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moRNINGSIDe mARQUIS

e385-S Silver*: $30
e385-G Gold* : $32
mSRP $75/80

1.5” “marquis” shape hoop featuring hand stitched chevrons. Availa
ble:Blue,Salmon,Fuschia,Autumn Yellow, Green, Natural, Fuschia, 
Charcoal, turquoise.BI color options: Blue/Salmon, Fucshia/Autumn 
Yellow, Green/Natural.Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold 
overlay.14k gold filled or sterling silver earwire.

moRNINGSIDe ARRoW DRoP

e384-S Silver*: $30
e384-G Gold* : $32
mSRP $75/80

1.75” arrow motif featuring hand stitched chevrons. Available:Blue,
Salmon,Fuschia,Autumn Yellow, Green, Natural, Fuschia, Charcoal, 
turquoise. Bi-color options: Blue/Salmon, Fucshia/Autumn Yellow, 
Green/Natural.Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
14k gold filled or sterling silver earwire.

StItCheD ARRoW

N414-S Silver*: $29
N414-G Gold* : $30
mSRP $70/75

2.5 inch wide Arrow pendant featuring hand stitched linen. Solid colors Available: Blue,Salmon, Fuschia, Autumn Yellow, Green, Natural, Fuschia, Charcoal, turquoise. 
BI-color options: Blue/Salmon, Fucshia/Autumn Yellow, Green/Natural. Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 

ARRoW CUFF

B182-S Silver*: $34
B182-G Gold* : $36
mSRP $85/95

made of recycled brass with 14k or sterling silver overlay.

ARRoW DRoP NeCKLACe

N418-G Gold*: $30
N418-S* Silver : $28
mSRP $70/75

1.75” arrow tail motif pendant featuring hand stitched 
chevrons. Available:Blue,Salmon,Fuschia,Autumn Yel-
low, Green, Natural, Fuschia, Charcoal, turquoise.  BI 
color options: Blue/Salmon, Fucshia/Autumn Yellow, 
Green/Natural.  Recycled brass with sterling silver or 
14k gold overlay.  measures 17”.
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Geo-LeAF NeCKLACe*

N026-S Silver*: $26
N026-G Gold*: $28
mSRP $65/70

measures 1.5x.75 inches. on adjustable length chain 16-19”. Recycled 14k or Sterling 
overlay.

Geo-LeAF eARRINGS

e035-S Silver*: $24
e035-G Gold*: $26
mSRP $60/65

measures 1x.75 inches.
on hand-forged ear-wire.

Recycled 14k or Sterling overlay.

Geo-LeAF ChAIN CUFF*

b125-S Silver*: $34
B125-G Gold*: $36
mSRP $85/90

Geo leaf , with chain, adjustable 6.5-8”. 
Recycled 14k or Sterling overlay.

Geo-LeAF FRIeNDShIP CUFF*

B129-S Silver*: $36
B129-G Gold*: $38
mSRP $90/95

Geo leaf with braided linen “friendship” 
closure.  Adjustable fit.  Available in ster-
ling silver or 14k gold plate.  Braided linen 
available in pink,green,purple,orange,blue

Geo-LeAF CUFF*

B004-S Silver*: $34
B004-G Gold* : $36
mSRP $68/73

made of recycled brass with 14k or sterling silver overlay.

Geo RING

R012-S Silver*: $20
R012-G Gold* : $22
mSRP $50/55

made of recycled brass with 14k or sterling silver 
overlay.
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VeRACRUZ NeCKLACe

Pendant cut from recycled sheets of brass, featuring a square cabochon 
and gemstone “dagger” beads. 

Available in:
Green malachite cabochon with Bluestone daggers
Black onyx cabochon with Blue Lapis daggers
Black onyx cabochon with Purple amethyst daggers 
Black onyz cabochon with Yellow Jade daggers

Available with sterling silver or 14k gold finish.  Pendant measures 3” 
width, 2” length.  Adjustable length 34” - 36”.

N378-S Silver $68
N378-G Gold $68
mSRP $170
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VeRA CRUZ mARQUIS

marquis shape cut from recycled sheets of brass with gemstone point.  Available with Green malachite, orange 
Carnelian, Purple Amethyst, and blue lapis points. Available in sterling silver or 14k gold plate.  measures 2” 
length.

e370-S Silver $30
e370-G Gold $32
mSRP $75/80

mANZANItA NeCKLACe

triangle pendant cut from recycled sheets of brass, 
featuring a prong set triangle cabochon.  Available 
with Blue Lapis, Green Chrysoprase, or Pink Rho-
donite. Available in sterling silver or 14k gold finish.  
triangle measures 2” each side.  Adjustable length 
16” - 18”.

N377-S Silver $58
N377-G Gold $58
mSRP $145
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VeRACRUZ CUt oUt hooP

Art Deco inspired cut out hoop design.Cut from recyled brass 
sheets.  Available with sterling silver or 14k gold plated finish.  
Sterling silver or 14k gold filled earwire.  measures 2 inch 
diameter. 

e379-S Silver $34
e379-G Gold $36
mSRP $85/90

CheVRoN mARQUIS

e253-S Silver $25
e253-G Gold $27
mSRP $62.50/67.50

Chevron design hoop. measures 
2” length and 1” width. Available in 
silver or gold overlay. ear-wire is 
sterling silver or gold-filled.

CheVRoN mARQUIS hooP *

e288-S Silver $34
e288-G Gold $36
mSRP $85/90

Chevron design hoop. hoop measures approximtely 3 
inches in diameter. Available in silver or gold overlay.
ear-wire is sterling silver or gold-filled.

CheVRoN CUFF *

B124-S Silver $36
B124-G Gold $38
mSRP $90/95

Chevron Cuff.  Ajustable fit, delicate design cut from recy-
cled sheets of brass and plated in 14k gold or sterling silver.

VeRACRUZ CUFF

Art Deco inspired Cuff Bracelet.  Cut from recycled sheets of brass. 
Available in sterling silver or 14k gold finish. Adjustable fit, approx
1 inch wide.

B161-S Silver $38
B161-G  Gold $40
mSRP $95/100

PLUmA (FeAtheR) 
LARGe*

N299-S Silver $26
N299-G Gold $28
mSRP $65/70

Native American 
inspired Feather 
Necklace.  measures 
2” length.  Necklace 
measures 16” with 2” 
extender.  Available in 
silver or gold 

PLUmA (FeAtheR) 
SmALL*

N300-S Silver $22
N300-G Gold $24
mSRP $55/60

Native American in-
spired Feather Neck-
lace.  measures 1.25” 
length.  Necklace 
measures 16” with 2” 
extender.
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SeDoNA LoNG 

N341-S Silver $48
N341-G Gold $48
mSRP $120

hand shaped and hammered 
stacked chevrons on braided linen 
cording. Available in Pink/Grey, 
Green/Grey,Purple/orange, or-
ange/Grey,Blue/Purple, Blue/Grey.  
Necklace measures  36” length.  
Pendant measures 2” wide. 

SeDoNA ShoRt

N342-S Silver $38
N342-G Gold $38
mSRP $95

hand shaped and hammered stacked chevrons on braided linen 
cording. Available in Pink/Grey, Green/Grey,Purple/orange, or-
ange/Grey,Blue/Purple, Blue/Grey. Pendant measures 1.5” width.  
Adjustable length 18-20” 

SeDoNA

B151-S Silver $30
B151-G Gold $30
mSRP $75

Frienship bracelet with hand hammered chevron details. Available in 
Pink/Grey, Green/Grey,Purple/orange, orange/Grey,Blue/Purple, Blue/
Grey.  measures 1” width, and adjustable length 6.25-7.5 “

SeDoNA LAPIS BRACeLet

B153-S Silver $32
B153-G Gold $32
mSRP $80

Frienship bracelet with hand hammered chevron details and a large blue 
lapis stone set in center on Burnt orange braided linen.  measures 1” 
width, and adjustable length 6.25-7.5 “

SeDoNA AGAte BRACeLet

B160-S Silver $32
B160-G Gold $32
mSRP $80

Frienship bracelet with hand hammered 
chevron details and a large NAtURAL 
DRUSY set in center on Burnt orange 
braided linen.  measures 1” width, and 
adjustable length 6.25-7.5 “

SeDoNA SmoKeY QUARtZ DRUSY 
BRACeLet

B159-S Silver $32
B159-G Gold $32
mSRP $80

Frienship bracelet with hand hammered 
chevron details and a large RoUND 
AGAte set in center on Burnt orange 
braided linen.  measures 1” width, and 
adjustable length 6.25-7.5 “
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SeDoNA SWING

e360-S Silver $25
e360-G Gold $27
mSRP $62.50/67.50

hand hammered chevron suspend-
ed on chain.  measures 2” length.  
Available with sterling silver or 14k 
gold filled.

SeDoNA BAR

N347-S Silver $30
N347-G Gold $32
mSRP $75/80

hammered bar necklace. Bar measures 2.5” width. Neckalce measures 
16-18” . Sterling silver and 14k gold filled.

RoSWeLL hoRSeShoe *

N288-S Silver $35
N288-G Brass $30
mSRP $75(Brass)/87.50

Simple hammered horseshoe 
shaped necklace. hand hammered 
from jewelry grade brass or sterling 
silver.  measures 1.25” length and 
1.5” wide.  Chain measures 16” with 
2” extender.  Available in jewelry 
grade brass or sterling silver

StACKING BANGLeS 5*

B020-S Sterling overlay: $45
B020-G Gold overlay: $45

mSRP $112

2.5” diameter. Set of 5.

StACKING RINGS 5*

R007-S Sterling*: $35
R007-G Gold*-FILL: $40
mSRP $88/100

Available in any size.

RoUGh CUt QUARtZ 
CRYStAL*
R009-S  (Silver*) $20
R009-G (Gold*)  $22
mSRP $50/55

Quartz crystal with Sterling* 
Silver* or 14k GF* setting

AVAILABLe IN ALL SIZeS
(6-7 moSt PoPULAR)  

PYRIte RING*

R008-S Silver* $20
R008-G Gold*  $22
mSRP $50/55

Pyrite with Sterling* Silver* 
or 14k GF* setting

AVAILABLe IN ALL SIZeS
(6-7 moSt PoPULAR)  
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FRIeNDShIP CUFF*
WhoLeSALe: $27 mSRP $67.50

hammered gold cuff with braided or solid silk cord 
adjustable slide. Adjustable up to 7.5”

B054-G-NVY
B054-G-GRN
B054-G-PUR
B054-S-NVY
B054-S-GRN
B054-S-PUR
...

Available in:
BRAIDeD SLAte
BRAIDeD tURQUoISe 
BRAIDeD CLemeNtINe
CoRAL
LemoN
SLAte
BLACK
WINe
BLUe
tURQUoISe
ChoCoLAte 
PURPLe
GReeN
NAVY

hALF CUFF WIth BRAID AND ChARm
B219-(BLU, GRN, PNK)-(G, S)-(ChARm)
WhoLeSALe: $32 mSRP $80

hammered gold cuff with braided silk tassel and charm. Adjustable length. half cuff is made of 14k gold filled wire. Charm is made of recycled brass with sterling or 14k gold overlay.
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ZoDIAC SILK BRACeLet
Silver or Gold $22
mSRP $55

Zodiac Charm with braided silk. Available in gold or silver and these silk colors: Green, Wine, Blue, Purple.
Charm is made of recycled brass with gold or sterling silver overlay. Adjustable length fits most. Adjustable length chain includes a star charm.

BRACeLet tRIo: FRIeNDShIP CUFF, CIUDAD, BRAIDeD ZoDIAC
Silver or Gold $78
mSRP $195

B220-(PISCeS)-(PUR)-(S)

Set comes with 3 bracelets. Save 5% when purchased as a set.

B218-ARIeS-NVY-G
B218-ARIeS-GRN-G
B218-ARIeS-PUR-G
B218-ARIeS-NVY-S
B218-ARIeS-GRN-S
B218-ARIeS-PUR-S
B218-tAURUS-NVY-G
B218-tAURUS-GRN-G
B218-tAURUS-PUR-G
B218-tAURUS-NVY-S
B218-tAURUS-GRN-S
B218-tAURUS-PUR-S
B218-GemINI-NVY-G
B218-GemINI-GRN-G
B218-GemINI-PUR-G
B218-GemINI-NVY-S
B218-GemINI-GRN-S
B218-GemINI-PUR-S
B218-CANCeR-NVY-G
B218-CANCeR-GRN-G
B218-CANCeR-PUR-G
B218-CANCeR-NVY-S
B218-CANCeR-GRN-S
B218-CANCeR-PUR-S
B218-Leo-NVY-G
B218-Leo-GRN-G
B218-Leo-PUR-G
B218-Leo-NVY-S
B218-Leo-GRN-S
B218-Leo-PUR-S
B218-VIRGo-NVY-G
B218-VIRGo-GRN-G
B218-VIRGo-PUR-G
B218-VIRGo-NVY-S
B218-VIRGo-GRN-S
B218-VIRGo-PUR-S

B218-LIBRA-NVY-G
B218-LIBRA-GRN-G
B218-LIBRA-PUR-G
B218-LIBRA-NVY-S
B218-LIBRA-GRN-S
B218-LIBRA-PUR-S
B218-SCoRPIo-NVY-G
B218-SCoRPIo-GRN-G
B218-SCoRPIo-PUR-G
B218-SCoRPIo-NVY-S
B218-SCoRPIo-GRN-S
B218-SCoRPIo-PUR-S
B218-SAGIttARIUS-NVY-G
B218-SAGIttARIUS-GRN-G
B218-SAGIttARIUS-PUR-G
B218-SAGIttARIUS-NVY-S
B218-SAGIttARIUS-GRN-S
B218-SAGIttARIUS-PUR-S
B218-CAPRICoRN-NVY-G
B218-CAPRICoRN-GRN-G
B218-CAPRICoRN-PUR-G
B218-CAPRICoRN-NVY-S
B218-CAPRICoRN-GRN-S
B218-CAPRICoRN-PUR-S
B218-AQUARIUS-NVY-G
B218-AQUARIUS-GRN-G
B218-AQUARIUS-PUR-G
B218-AQUARIUS-NVY-S
B218-AQUARIUS-GRN-S
B218-AQUARIUS-PUR-S
B218-PISCeS-NVY-G
B218-PISCeS-GRN-G
B218-PISCeS-PUR-G
B218-PISCeS-NVY-S
B218-PISCeS-GRN-S
B218-PISCeS-PUR-S
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CRYStAL AND RoPe BRACeLet

B171 Silver or Gold $24
mSRP $60

B171-6PK (pack of 6, mix-n-match colors) save 8% $132

Large channel of Swarovski crsytals with Cotton rope.  Available crystals: turquoise, topaz,black diamond,red hyacinth,green peridot. 
Available rope colors: Green,Navy,Purple,Black,Grey, Natural

CIUDAD FRIeNDShIP BRACeLet
B053-G $32
B053-S $32
mSRP $80

Knotted silk and chain bracelet with Crystals and fringe charm. Adjustable length 6.5-7.5 inches. Fringe charm available with a heARt or StAR. Also available with SILVeR components.

Available in: Black Diamond with Blue/Pink, Peridot with Chocolate/Green, Purple with Purple/Grey, topaz with tan/Wine, Black Diamond with Wine/Grey, hyacinth with Greys, Peridot with orange/Fuschia, topaz 
with Pink/Grey, Black Diamond/Wine, hyacinth/Grey,  Peridot/orange, topaz/Grey, 
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Birthstone Necklaces
N401-G Garnet January
N401-S
N402-G Amethyst February
N402-S
N403-G Aquamarine march
N403-S
N404-G Quartz Crystal April
N404-S
N405-G emerald may
N405-S
N406-G moonstone June
N406-S
N407-G Ruby July
N407-S
N408-G Peridot August
N408-S
N409-G Sapphire September
N409-S
N410-G tourmaline october
N410-S
N411-G Citrine November
N411-S
N412-G turquoise December
N412-S
N413-PK-S 12 PACK oF SILVeR NeCKLACeS $216
N413-PK-G 12 PACK oF GoLD NeCKLACeS $240

All Birthstone Necklaces ship in our glass bottle packaging. 

Gold $20, Silver $18
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Stacking Rings
hand hammered stacking ring with letter or symbol. Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay.
Charms: Alphabet letters, heart, Star, triangle, Plus SIgn, Lightening Bolt, Arrow, Crescent moon, tX, CA, FL, IL, NY, mI, PA, GA, LA
most popular letters: A,m,K,S,e,J,L,C,B,R, N,G,D,I,h,t,P,V,Z,o,F .  Available in size 6, 7, 8

R1-(LetteR)
R1-ARW
R1-BoLt
R1-hRt

R1-mooN
R1-PLUS

R1-StR
R1-tRI
R1-AZ
R1-AR
R1-cA
R1-FL
R1-GA

R1-IL
R1-IN
R1-LA
R1-mA
R1-mI

R1-mS
R1-NC
R1-NJ
R1-NY
R1-oK
R1-PA
R1-tX
R1-VA

R1-WA

SINGLe RING: (PICK LetteR)
SINGLe RING, ARRoW
SINGLe RING, LIGhteNING BoLt
SINGLe RING heARt
SINGLe RING, mooN
SINGLe RING, PLUS SIGN
SINGLe RING, StAR
SINGLe RING tRIANGLe
SINGLe RING ARIZoNA
SINGLe RING ARKANSAS
SINGLe RING CALIFoRNIA
SINGLe RING FLoRIDA
SINGLe RING GeoRGIA
SINGLe RING ILLINoIS
SINGLe RING INDIANA
SINGLe RING LoUISIANA
SINGLe RING mASSAChUSettS
SINGLe RING mIChIGAN
SINGLe RING mISSISSIPPI
SINGLe RING NoRth CARoLINA
SINGLe RING NeW JeRSeY
SINGLe RING NeW YoRK
SINGLe RING oKLAhomA
SINGLe RING PeNNSYLVANIA
SINGLe RING teXAS
SINGLe RING VIRGINIA
SINGLe RING WAShINGtoN

SINGLe RINGS
Gold or Silver $15 mSRP $35

LetteRS PRe-PACK
A DeLICAte hAND hAmmeReD BAND WIth oUR moSt PoPULAR 
LetteRS. DeSIGNeD FoR StACKING. ComeS PACKAGeD IN A 
GLASS VIAL. mADe oF ReCYCLeD BRASS WIth SteRLING oR 14K 
GoLD oVeRLAY. mADe IN the USA.

$120 FoR 8 RINGS

R8-CAmeLSJK-(G oR S)-(SIZe 3,4,5,6,7,8,9)
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R4-DoPe
R4-LoVe
R4-mAmA

4 StACK: D-o-P-e
4 StACK-L-”heARt”-V-e
4 StACK: m-A-m-A

QUADRUPLe RINGS Gold or Silver $50 mSRP $123

R3-IhU
R3-WtF
R3-LoL

3 StACK I-heARt-U
3 StACK W-t-F
3 StACK L-o-L

tRIPLe RINGS Gold or Silver $40 mSRP $98
R2-cA
R2-FU

R2-hRt-ARW
R2-StR-mooN

R2-Xo

2 RINGS= CA (ChooSe ANY StAte)
2 StACK F-U
2 StACKING RINGS: heARt AND ARRoW
2 StACKING RINGS StAR AND mooN
2 RINGS: ”Xo”

DoUBLe RINGS Gold or Silver $28 mSRP $68
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ChARmeD StUD eARRINGS
Recyled brass with sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. Surgical Steel Post.
$14 IN GoLD oR SILVeR mSRP $35

Charms: Alphabet letters, heart, Star, triangle, Plus SIgn, Lightening Bolt, 
Arrow, Crescent moon, tX, CA, FL, IL, NY, mI, PA, GA, LA

most popular letters: A,m,K,S,e,J,L,C,B,R, N,G,D,I,h,t,P,V,Z,o,F

e-ALPhABet
hRt-ARW

e2-StR-mooN
e2-Xo
e2-FU

e-ARW
e-BoLt
e-hRt

e-mooN
e-PLUS

e-StR
e-tRI
e-AZ
e-AR
e-CA
e-FL
e-GA

e-IL
e-IN
e-LA
e-mA
e-mI

e-mS
e-NC
e-NJ
e-NY
e-oK
e-PA
e-tX
e-VA

e-WA

ALPhABet StUD
2 ASYmmetRICAL eARRINGS= heARt AND ARRoW
2 ASYmmetRICAL eARRINGS StAR AND mooN
2 ASYmmetRICAL eARRINGS=”Xo”
2 ASYmmetRICAL eARRINGS= “FU”
PAIR oF eARRINGS: ARRoW
PAIR oF eARRINGS: LIGhteNING BoLt
PAIR oF eARRINGS: heARt
PAIR oF eARRINGS: mooN
PAIR oF eARRINGS: PLUS SIGN
PAIR oF eARRINGS: StAR
PAIR oF eARRINGS: tRIANGLe
PAIR oF eARRINGS: ARIZoNA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: ARKANSAS
PAIR oF eARRINGS: CALIFoRNIA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: FLoRIDA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: GeoRGIA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: ILLINoIS
PAIR oF eARRINGS: INDIANA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: LoUISIANA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: mASSAChUSettS
PAIR oF eARRINGS: mIChIGAN
PAIR oF eARRINGS: mISSISSIPPI
PAIR oF eARRINGS: NoRth CARoLINA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: NeW JeRSeY
PAIR oF eARRINGS: NeW YoRK
PAIR oF eARRINGS: oKLAhomA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: PeNNSYLVANIA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: teXAS
PAIR oF eARRINGS: VIRGINIA
PAIR oF eARRINGS: WAShINGtoN

PACK oF 12 PAIRS StUDS SAVe 3% $163
PACK oF 24 PAIRS StUDS SAVe 5% $320
PACK oF 48 PAIRS StUDS SAVe $618
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ChARmeD StACKING BANGLeS

SINGLe BANGLe
Silver or Gold $16, mSRP $40

INItIAL NeCKLACeS*
N-A-S (A in Silver)
N-A-G (A in Gold)
N-B-S (B in SIlver)
N-B-G (B in Gold)
etC...

$18/$20
mSRP $42

PACK PRICING, mIX AND mAtCh WIth otheR ChARmS StARtING oN PAGe 37

tiny initials measure approx 1/4 inch. 18” chain. Ship in gift ready glass 
bottle.

2.5” diamater hand hammered bangle with letter or 
symbol. Recycled brass with sterling silver or 14k 
gold overlay.

Charms: Alphabet letters, heart, Star, triangle, Plus 
SIgn, Lightening Bolt, Arrow, Crescent moon, tX, CA, 
FL, IL, NY, mI, PA, GA, LA

most popular letters: A,m,K,S,e,J,L,C,B,R, 
N,G,D,I,h,t,P,V,Z,o,F

ALPhABet StACKING BANGLe
ARRoW
LIGhteNING BoLt
heARt
mooN
PLUS
StAR
tRIANGLe
ARIZoNA
ARKANSAS
CALIFoRNIA
FLoRIDA
GeoRGIA
ILLINoIS
INDIANA
LoUISIANA
mASSAChUSettS
mIChIGAN
mISSISSIPPI
NoRth CARoLINA
NeW JeRSeY
NeW YoRK
oKLAhomA
PeNNSYLVANIA
teXAS
VIRGINIA
WAShINGtoN

12 PCS, SAVe 3% $186
24 PCS, SAVe 5% $365
48 PCS, SAVe 8% $707

B1-(LetteR)
B1-ARW
B1-BoLt
B1-hRt

B1-mooN
B1-PLUS

B1-StR
B1-tRI
B1-AZ
B1-AR
B1-CA
B1-FL
B1-GA

B1-IL
B1-IN
B1-LA
B1-mA
B1-mI

B1-mS
B1-NC
B1-NJ
B1-NY
B1-oK
B1-PA
B1-tX
B1-VA

B1-WA

B-12 
B-24
B-48

CottoN BRAIDeD ChARm BRACeLet

B209-G $19
B209-S $19
mSRP $48

Braided cotton charm bracelet with adjustable loop/length closure. 
Charms are made of recycled materials in your choice of 14k gold 
or sterling silver.

Charm options on page 36. 
Also select from our State Charms and Zodiacs 
Charms.

CoLoR oPtIoNS

ReD/GReY

NAtURAL/GReeN

BRoWN/NAtURAL

GReY/PURPLe

BLUe/NAtURAL

BLACK/GReY
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Charm Necklace or Bracelet in Bottle

Kris Nations Wooden Display Stand  $15
A great and easy way to display our packaged necklaces 
and bracelets. makes it easy to move them around your 
shelving or cases. 

24 PACK mix and match (save 5%)
24ChARm-S (SILVeR) $410
24ChARm-S (GoLD) $456
24ChARm-S (mIX) $433

12 PACK mix and match (save 3%)
12ChARm-S (SILVeR) $209
12ChARm-S (GoLD) $233
12ChARm-S (mIX) $221

48 PACK mix and match (save 8%)
48ChARm-S (SILVeR) $795
48ChARm-S (GoLD) $883
48ChARm-S (mIX) $839

Reorders for individual pieces
(bracelets and necklaces)
Silver $18
Gold $20

mSRP $42

ASSoRteD ChARmS* (may be mixed with chain bracelets)
Available as necklaces and bracelets in mIX-and-mAtCh PACKS. each charm is made of 
recycled materials in your choice of 14k gold or sterling silver overlay. each charm necklace or 
bracelet is inserted into a glass bottle with the meaning of the charm printed on the card insert.

Printed information:
Diamond: Wisdom, harmony, Clarity
Anchor: Safe, Grounded, Reliable
Heart: Follow Your heart
Star: Reach for the Stars
Horseshoe: Protection, Luck, magic
Wishbone: Dream, Luck, energy
Cross: Faith, hope Love
Willow: Intuition, energy, Dream
Infinity Circle: Infinite, Universal, Divine

CoRD BRACeLet

CoRD BRACeLetS mIX AND mAtCh*
Wholesalee: $13
mSRP: $32.50

C005-(G/S)-(CoLoR)-(ChARm)
ie: C005-G-tRQ-hRt

Charms are made of recycled materials in your choice of 14k gold 
or sterling silver overlay on organic Cotton hemp Cord.

Charms available: All States, heart, owl, Sea horse, owl, thun-
derbird, Anchor, egg, hamsa, eye, om, Starfish, moon, Peace 
Symbol, Infinity, Arrow, Sparrow, Cross

oRGANIC CottoN CoRD oPtIoNS 

tURQUIoSe (tRQ) BLUe (BLU) GReeN (GRN)

BRoWN (BRN) ReD (ReD) YeLLoW (YLW) BLACK (BLK)
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WoRDS to LIVe BY: mAmA

N419-S Silver $18
N419-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Side-lying “mAmA” word pendant. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.

WoRDS to LIVe BY: DReAm

N420-S Silver $18
N420-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Side-lying “DReAm” word 
pendant. Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 18”.

WoRDS to LIVe BY: LoVe

N421-S Silver $18
N421-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Side-lying “LoVe” word pendant. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.

WoRDS to LIVe BY: PeACe

N422-S Silver $18
N422-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Side-lying “PeACe” word pendant. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.

WoRDS to LIVe BY: LUCK

N423-S Silver $18
N423-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Side-lying “LUCK” word pendant. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.

hAmSA

Necklace
N424-S
N424-G

Bracelet
B201-S
B201-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .5x.5 
inch.

eYe

Necklace
N425-S
N425-G

Bracelet
B202-S
B202-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .8x.25 
inch

om

Necklace
N426-S
N426-G

Bracelet
B203-S
B203-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .5x.5 
inch.

StARFISh

Necklace
N431-S
N431-G

Bracelet
B204-S
B204-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .6x.6 
inch .86x.25

CReSCeNt mooN

Necklace
N430-S
N43045-G

Bracelet
B207-S
B207-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .85x.45 
inch.

SeAhoRSe

Necklace
N427-S
N427-G

Bracelet
B205-S
B205-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx 1x.4 in.

PeACe

Necklace
N428-S
N428-G

Bracelet
B206-S
B206-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .5x .5 
inch
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tINY StAR*

Necklaces
N142-S
N142-G

Charm measures 1/4”

tINY heARt*

Necklaces
N151-S
N151-G

Charm measures 1/4”

ANChoR*

Necklaces
N220-S
N220-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .5 x .5 
inches.

SmALL CIRCLe hooPS*

Necklaces
N011-S Silver*
N011-G Gold*

Charm measures 3/4”.

mINI WILLoW*

Necklace
N205-S
N205-G

SPARRoW
Charm measures 1” WIDe

Necklace
N396-S
N396-G

CRoSS
Charm measures 3/4” LoNG

Necklace
N395-S
N395-G

StAteS*

States on page 41 are 
also available in the 
mixed packs.

ZoDIAC*

ZoDIAC Charms
moRe PhotoS oN 
PG 43

LIGhteNING BoLt

Necklace
N429-S
N429-G

Pendant comes on 18in length 
chain. Pendant measures 
approx

hoRSeShoe*

Necklaces
N173-S
N173-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx 
.55x.55 inches.

SmALL BUtteRFLY*

Necklaces
N455-S
N455-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .85 x 
.5 inches.

INFINItY*

Necklaces
N456-S
N456-G

Pendant comes on 18in 
length chain. Pendant 
measures approx .75 x 
.35 inches.

ARRoW*
Charm measures 1”

Necklace
N234-S
N234-G

Pendant comes on 18in length chain. 
Pendant measures approx

Bracelet
B123-S
B123-G

Bracelet
B098-S
B098-G

Bracelet
B099-S
B099-G

Bracelet
B101-S
B101-G

Bracelet
B122-S
B22-G

Bracelet
B168-S
B168-G

Bracelet
B169-S
B169-G

Bracelet
B169-S
B169-G

Bracelet
B200-S
B200-G

Bracelet
B093-S
B093-G

Bracelet
B221-S
B221-G

Bracelet
B222-S
B222-G

Bracelet
B092-S
B092-G

thUNDeRBIRD*
Charm measures 1”

Necklace
N322-S
N322-G

SmALL DAhLIA*

Necklace
N196-S
N196-G 

Bracelet
B065-S
B065-G
 
Charm measures 3/4”
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SmALL CALIFoRNIA oUtLINe

NCAoSm-S Silver $18
NCAoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline necklace. 
Pendant measures approximately 
.35 inches. Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 18”.

SmALL mIChIGAN
oUtLINe

NmIoSm-S Silver $18
NmIoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline neck-
lace. Pendant measures 
approximately .35 inches. 
Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold 
overlay. measures 18”.

SmALL ohIo
oUtLINe

NohoSm-S Silver $18
NohoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline neck-
lace. Pendant measures 
approximately .35 inches. 
Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold 
overlay. measures 18”.

SmALL oKLAhomA
oUtLINe

NoKoSm-S Silver $18
NoKoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline neck-
lace. Pendant measures 
approximately .35 inches. 
Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold 
overlay. measures 18”.

SmALL PeNNSYLVANIA
oUtLINe

NPAoSm-S Silver $18
NPAoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline neck-
lace. Pendant measures 
approximately .35 inches. 
Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold 
overlay. measures 18”.

SmALL ILLINoIS oUtLINe

NILoSm-S Silver $18
NILoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline necklace. 
Pendant measures approximately 
.35 inches. Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 18”.

SmALL LoUISIANA oUtLINe

NLAoSm-S Silver $18
NLAoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline necklace. 
Pendant measures approximately 
.35 inches. Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 18”.

SmALL NeW YoRK oUtLINe

NNYoSm-S Silver $18
NNYoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline necklace. 
Pendant measures approximately 
.35 inches. Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 18”.

SmALL FLoRIDA oUtLINe

NFLoSm-S Silver $18
NFLoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline necklace. 
Pendant measures approximately 
.35 inches. Recycled brass with 
sterling silver or 14k gold overlay. 
measures 18”.

SmALL teXAS oUtLINe

NtXoSm-S Silver $18
NtXoSm-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Small state outline necklace. 
Pendant measures approxi-
mately .35 inches. Recycled 
brass with sterling silver or 
14k gold overlay. measures 
18”.

meDIUm teXAS oUtLINe 
NeCKLACe

NtXomD-S Silver $18
NtXomD-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

medium size texas necklace 
pendant measures .75 
inches. Chain measures 18”.

LARGe teXAS oUtLINe

Large NtXoLG-(S/G) 1.25 
inches $20/22
mSRP $50/55
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24 PACK mix and match (save 5%)
24ChARm-S (SILVeR) $410
24ChARm-S (GoLD) $456
24ChARm-S (mIX) $433

12 PACK mix and match (save 3%)
12ChARm-S (SILVeR) $209
12ChARm-S (GoLD) $233
12ChARm-S (mIX) $221

48 PACK mix and match (save 8%)
48ChARm-S (SILVeR) $795
48ChARm-S (GoLD) $883
48ChARm-S (mIX) $839

Reorders for individual pieces
(bracelets and necklaces)
Silver $18
Gold $20

mSRP $42

StAte ChARmS
New StAte Charms available as NeCKLACe and BRACeLet. made from recycled 14k or Sterling overlay. Charm is approximately 1.5-1.80 inch.
ALL States plus Washington DC, Puerto Rico and “United States” available. each State Pendant comes packaged in a glass gift bottle.

N-AL-(G or S)
N-AK
N-AZ
N-AK
N-CA
N-Co
N-Ct
N-De
N-FL
N-GA
N-hI
N-ID
N-IL
N-IN
N-IA
N-KS
N-KY
N-LA
N-me
N-mD
N-mA
N-mI
N-mN
N-mS
N-mo
N-Ne
N-NV
N-Nh
N-NJ
N-Nm
N-NY
N-NC
N-ND
N-mt
N-oh
N-oK
N-oR
N-PA
N-RI
N-SC
N-SD
N-tN
N-tX
N-Ut
N-Vt
N-VA
N-WA
N-WV
N-WI
N-WY
N-USA

Alabama
Alaska

Arizona
Arkansas
california
colorado

connecticut
Delaware

Florida
Georgia

hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

maine
maryland

massachusetts
michigan

minnesota
mississippi

missouri
Nebraska

Nevada
Newhampshire

NewJersey
Newmexico

NewYork
NorthCarolina
North Dakota

montana
ohio

oklahoma
oregon

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Southcarolina
South Dakota

tennessee
texas
Utah

Vermont
Virginia

Washington
WestVirginia

Wisconsin
Wyoming

USA MORE STATES ON NEXT PAGE
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BRIttISh CoLUmBIA

N-BC-S Silver $18
N-BC-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Pendant measures under 1 inch. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.

oNtARIo

N-oNt-S Silver $18
N-oNt-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Pendant measures under 1 inch. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.

QUeBeC

N-QBC-S Silver $18
N-QBC-G Gold $20
mSRP $42

Pendant measures under 1 inch. 
Recycled brass with sterling silver 
or 14k gold overlay. measures 18”.
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ZoDIAC BAR NeCKLACeS

Bar pendant measures 1.35 x .25 inches. made of recycled brass 
with 14k gold or sterling silver overlay. on 18 inch chain. Ships in 
our glass bottle packaging.

Set of all 12 NeCKLACeS Save 3%
GooD tRAItS:
PACK-ZoDBAR-S $209
PACK-ZoDBAR-G $233

Set of all 12 NeCKLACeS Save 3%
BAD tRAItS:
PACK-BADZoD-BAR-S $209
PACK-BADZoD-BAR-G $233

Reorders for individual pieces
Silver $18, Gold $20
mSRP $42

NICE TRAITS (see packaging on pg 44)
AQUARIUS: N-ZBAQU-G, N-ZBAQU-S
PISCeS: N-ZBPIS-G, N-ZBPIS-S
ARIeS: N-ZBARI-G, N-ZBARI-S
tAURUS: N-ZBtAU-G, N-ZBtAU-S 
GemINI: N-ZBGem-G, N-ZBGem-S 
CANCeR: N-ZBCAN-G, N-ZBCAN-S
Leo: N-ZBLeo-G, N-ZBLeo-S
VIRGo: N-ZBVIR-G, N-ZBVIR-S
LIBRA: N-ZBLIB-G, N-ZBLIB-S
SCoRPIo: N-ZBSCoR-G, N-ZBSCoR-S
SAGItARIUS: N-ZBSAG-G, N-ZBSAG-S
CAPRICoRN: N-ZBCAP-G, N-ZBCAP-S

NAUGHTY TRAITS (see packaging on following page)

AQUARIUS: N-BADZBAQU-G, N-BADZBAQU-S
PISCeS: N-ZBPIS-G, N-ZBPIS-S
ARIeS: N-BADZBARI-G, N-BADZBARI-S
tAURUS: N-BADZBtAU-G, N-BADZBtAU-S 
GemINI: N-BADZBGem-G, N-BADZBGem-S 
CANCeR: N-BADZBCAN-G, N-BADZBCAN-S
Leo: N-BADZBLeo-G, N-BADZBLeo-S
VIRGo: N-BADZBVIR-G, N-BADZBVIR-S
LIBRA: N-BADZBLIB-G, N-BADZBLIB-S
SCoRPIo: N-BADZBSCoR-G, N-BADZBSCoR-S
SAGItARIUS: N-BADZBSAG-G, N-BADZBSAG-S
CAPRICoRN: N-BADZBCAP-G, N-BADZBCAP-S

ZoDIAC BAR CoRD BRACeLet

Bar pendant measures 1.35 x .25 inches. made of re-
cycled brass with 14k gold or sterling silver overlay.
on organic cotton cord.

mSRP $25

Pack of all 12 signs in assorted colors
CZoD-12PK-(G or S) Pack of 12 $150 ($12.50 each) in 
GoLD

Individual Bracelets $13.00
CZoD-(SIGN)-(G or S)-(CoLoR) 
AQUARIUS: AQR
PISCeS: PIS
ARIeS: ARI
tAURUS: tAU
GemINI: Gem
CANCeR: CAN

Leo: Leo
VIRGo: VIR
LIBRA: LIIB
SCoRPIo: SCo
SAGItARIUS: SAG
CAPRICoRN: CAP

oRGANIC CottoN CoRD oPtIoNS 

tURQUIoSe (tRQ) BLUe (BLU) GReeN (GRN)

BRoWN (BRN) ReD (ReD) YeLLoW (YLW) BLACK (BLK)



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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Aries Necklace
N-BADARIeS-G
N-BADARIeS-S

taurus Necklace
N-BADtAURUS-G
N-BADtAURUS-S

Gemini Necklace
NBADGemINI-G
NBADGemINI-S

Cancer Necklace
N-BADCANCeR-G
N-BADCANCeR-S

Leo Necklace
N-BADLeo-G
N-BADLeo-S

Virgo Necklace
N-BADVIRGo-G
N-BADVIRGo-S

Libra Necklace
N-BADLIBRA-G
N-BADLIBRA-S

Scorpio Necklace
N-BADSCoR-G
N-BADSCoR-S

Sagitarius Necklace
N-BADSAG-S
N-BADSAG-G

Capricorn Necklace
N-BADCAP-S
N-BADCAP-G

Aquarius Necklace
N-BADAQ-S 
N-BADAQ-G 

Pisces Necklace
N-BADPISC-S
N-BADPISC-G

Set of all 12 NeCKLACeS Save 3%
PACK-BADZoD-S $209
PACK-BADZoD-G $233

Reorders for individual pieces
Silver $18
Gold $20

mSRP $42

Bottle FRoNt Bottle BACK

NAUGhtY ZoDIAC Charm Necklaces

made from recycled 14k or Sterling overlay, Charm measures approximately 1/2 inch 
on adjustable length chain 16-19 inches.

each sign has 3 characteristics and date range printed on a card and inserted into a 
glass bottle.

Printed information:
Aries: DemANDING/ImPAtIeNt/ImPULSIVe march 21-April 19
Taurus: StUBBoRN/PoSSeSSIVe/ARGUmeNtAtIVe April 20 - may 20
Gemini: INDeCISIVe/DeVIoUS/ImPULSIVe may 21 - June 20
Cancer: SeNSItIVe/WoRRISome/ReStLeSS June 21 - July 22
Leo: PReteNtIoUS/INtoLeRANt/DRAmAtIC July 23 - August 22
Virgo: SKePtICAL/CRItICAL/SeNSItIVe August 23 - September 22
Libra: INDeCISIVe/SeNSItIVe/UNReLIABLe September 23 - october 22 
Scorpio: PoSSeSSIVe/eXtReme/DoUBtFUL october 23 - November 21
Sagatarius: StUBBoRN/FANAtIC/eXAGGeRAtING November 22 - December 21
Capricorn: StUBBoRN/mAteRIALIStIC/DomINeeRING Dec 22 - Jan 19
Aquarius: StUBBoRN/ALooF/ReBeLLoUS January 20 - February 18
Pisces: oVeRSeNSItIVe/INDeCISIVe/UNReALIStIC February 19 - march 20



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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Aries Necklace
N177-S
N177-G

taurus Necklace
N176-S
N176-G

Gemini Necklace
N178-S
N178-G

Cancer Necklace
N179-S
N179-G

Leo Necklace
N174-S 
N174-G 

Virgo Necklace
N175-S 
N175-G

Libra Necklace
N180-S
N180-G 

Scorpio Necklace
N181-S
N181-G

Sagitarius Necklace
N182-S
N182-G

Capricorn Necklace
N183-S
N183-G

Aquarius Necklace
N184-S 
N184-G 

Pisces Necklace
N185-S
N185-G

Set of all 12 NeCKLACeS Save 3%
PACK-ZoDChm-S $209
PACK-ZoDChm-G $233

Reorders for individual pieces
Silver $18
Gold $20

mSRP $42

NICe ZoDIAC Charm Necklaces
made from recycled 14k or Sterling overlay, Charm measures approximately 1/2 inch on adjustable length chain 16-19 inches.
each sign has 3 characteristics and date range printed on a card and inserted into a glass bottle.

Printed information:
Aries: eNthUSIAStIC/CReAtIVe/INDePeNDeNt march 21-April 19
Taurus:PRACtICAL/DeteRmINeD/hoNeSt April 20 - may 20
Gemini: eXPReSSIVe/CURIoUS/INteLLIGeNt may 21 - June 20
Cancer: INtUItIVe/DRAmAtIC/NURtURING June 21 - July 22
Leo: GeNUINe/CReAtIVe/AmBItIoUS July 23 - August 22
Virgo: LoYAL/SUCCeSSFUL/PRoUD August 23 - September 22
Libra: ChARmING/DIPLomAtIC/oPtImIStIC September 23 - october 22 
Scorpio: PASSIoNAte/ReSoURCeFUL/SeNSItIVe october 23 - November 21
Sagatarius: GeNeRoUS/hoNeSt/ADVeNtURoUS November 22 - December 21
Capricorn: ReSPoNSIBLe/AmBItIoUS/INDePeNDeNt/CAPRICoRN Dec 22 - Jan 19
Aquarius: INVeNtIVe/FRIeNDLY/oBJeCtIVe January 20 - February 18
Pisces: INStINCtIVe/ComPASSIoNAte/GeNtLe February 19 - march 20



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
generate environmental waste, contaminate water and endanger the lives of humans and animals. Kris Nations is committed to recycling and protecting the environment in every way possible.
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LoNG teARDRoP*

e092-S Sterling*: $26
e092-G G/F*: $28
e092-R Rose Gold: $28
mSRP $65/70

measure 2.25x1 inch.

Stock up on hoops and save!
We consider hoop earrings the “Little Black Dress of Jewelry”. our popular hoops are now avaialable in gorgeous RoSe GoLD! Check out the new styles and save $$$ with our special “hoop Packs” listed below.

CLASSIC hooP PACK*
Save 5% on our classic hoops

Pack Contains:
2  Small Simple hoops
2  medium Simple hoops
2  Large Simple hoops
2 Small oval hoops
2 Large oval hoops

10 Pieces total

e091G  Gold*: $243
e091S  Silver*: $224
e091m  mix*:  $233

ARC hooPS*
measures 2.25” length.

e191-S $20 
e191-G $22
e191-R $22
mSRP $50/55

SImPLe hooPS*

Small .75in
e088-G (Gold*-) $22
e088-S (Silver*) $20
e088-R (Rose Gold*-) $22
mSRP $55/50/55

medium 1.5in
e087-G  (Gold*-) $24
e087-S  (Silver*) $22
e087-R  (Rose Gold*-) $24
mSRP $60/55/60

Large 2.25in
e086-G Gold* $28
e086-S  Silver*$26
e086-R  Rose Gold* $28
mSRP $65/70

oVALS*

LARGe, 2” L x 1 3/4” w  
e089-S Sterling* $28
e089-G GF* $30
e089-R Rose Gold* $30
mSRP $70/75/75

SmALL, 1.5” L x 1 1/4” w
e090-S Sterling* $22
e090-G GF* $24
e090-R Rose Gold* $24
mSRP $55/60/60

mARQUIS hooPS

Large 2.25x1.5 inche
e093-S Sterling*: $26
e093-G G/F*: $28
e093-R Rose Gold*: $28
mSRP $65/70

Small 1.5x.25 inches
e094-S Sterling*: $24
e094-G G/F*: $26
e094-R Rose Gold*: $26
mSRP $60/65

GeometRIC hooPS PACK*
Save 5% on our geometric hoops

Pack Contains:
2  Long teardrops
2  Arc hoops
2  Large marquis hoops
2  Small marquis hoops

8 Pieces total

e096G Gold*: $198
e096S Silver*: $182
e096m mix*: $190

Special “Pack” Pricing



*Indicates use of recycled materials (All sterling Silver* and Gold*-filled metals) Kris Nations works with metal refiners who obtain their metal from the earth’s existing metal supply rather than depending on mining new precious metals which can
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LeAF hooP

e351-S Silver $26
e351-G Gold $28
mSRP $65/70

hand shaped and hammered leaf 
shape hoop.  measures 2” length.  
Available sterling silver or 14k gold 
filled. 

LARGe DIAmoND hooP

e362-S Silver $26
e362-G Gold $28
mSRP $65/70

hand shaped and hammered hoop.  
measures 2.5” length, 2” width.  
Available in sterling silver and 14k 
gold filled

SmALL DIAmoND hooP

e356-S Silver $24
e356-G Gold $26
mSRP $60/65

hand shaped and hammered hoop.  
measures 1.75” length, 1.5” width.  
Available in sterling silver and 14k 
gold filled

heXAGoN hooP

e352-S Silver $28
e352-G Gold $30
mSRP $70/75

hand shaped and hammered 
hexagon shape hoop.  measures 2” 
diameter.  Available sterling silver or 
14k gold filled. 

SmALL heARt hooP

e353-S Silver $26
e353-G Gold $28
mSRP $65/70

hand shaped and hammered heart 
shape hoop.  measures 1.5 inches 
wide and 1.25” height.  Available ster-
ling silver or 14k gold filled. 

LARGe heARt hooPS

e354-S Silver $30
e354-G Gold $32
mSRP $75/80

hand shaped and hammered heart 
shape hoop.  measures 2 inches wide 
and 1.75” height.  Available sterling 
silver or 14k gold filled.


